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My main comment concerns the evident unawareness of the authors of the paper
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Persistent ScatInstrumentation motions”
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In particular, as Berti et al. state clearly in their manuscript (pg.209-210),
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mer paper (Cigna et al. 2011) we manually classified the time series of several radar
targets to identify trend changes caused by a event of known Ocean
date ofScience
occurrence, and
Ocean Science
demonstrated that even the analysis of a few relevant time series mayDiscussions
provide useful
information on ground motion patterns and evolution (cf. also Chen et al. 2011; Tapete
et al., 2012).
However, Berti et al. do not mention
the paper which followed lastSolid
year,Earth
and presents
Solid Earth
Discussions
the development of the first semi-automated method to detect trend deviations within
PS time series. In the new paper (Cigna et al. 2012), we developed two indexes
(namely the DI, Deviation Indexes) which are capable to reproduce the visual process
Cryosphere
of identification of trend The
variations
that is usually performedThe
manually
by the radarCryosphere
Discussions
interpreter, and to identify the deviation of a target within its motion history from a deformation model defined a priori. The level and quality of information brought by these
DI add onto those of other PS parameters, such as yearly motion velocity, standard
deviation and coherence. The latter is extensively analyzed and discussed in Cigna et
al. (2012) via the tests and respective results for two events of known date of occurrence investigated with RADARSAT-1 PS data, i.e. (i) the same test area of Cigna et
al. (2011) to validate the manual classification, and (ii) the eruption of a mud-volcano
in southern Sicily.
Although our approach with the DI is based on simple mathematic concepts and formulas (which can be easily employed by a wide spectrum of radar-interpreters, also
including non-expert users), it represents the first automated classification of PS temporal series and, as such, a landmark in this context and field.
Clearly, with the development of PS-Time, Berti et al. go a significant step further with
respect to our indexes, but I believe that the concepts, evidences and results achieved
in Cigna et al. (2012) by using the DI indexes need to be properly accounted for and
cited within the new manuscript by Berti et al., and to be compared with the new PSTime approach and results correctly. For instance, the typologies 0 to 5 of motion time
series discussed by Berti et al. in section 2.1 (and shown in Fig.1) reproduce motion
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behaviours which: (i) were already classified in Cigna et al. 2011 as “affected” (type
4-5) and “unaffected” (type 0-1) by an event of known date of occurrence (the authors
only mention it in the figure caption); and (ii) were investigated and modelled via the
indexes DI1 and DI2 in Cigna et al. 2012. There is no mention of this in section 2.1.
To a further note, at pg.209, lines 20-22: the authors incorrectly attribute the cause
of the structural deformation discussed in our paper (Cigna et al. 2011) to a “slope
instability” event, while it is clearly stated in our paper that the causative relationship
of motions was attributed to tectonics. This undoubtedly has to be amended in the
manuscript by Berti et al.
Pg.209, lines 22-24: although I agree with the authors that the visual analysis and supervised manual classification of time series is time-consuming over large areas and,
possibly, influenced by subjectivity, I think that the term “tedious” improperly qualifies
this process and the sentence at lines 22-24 has to be toned down. Indeed, not only
such a manual classification is a prerequisite for the development, calibration and validation of any automated classification, but also is essential for any kind of local scale
and object-oriented analysis. In other words, although there is no doubt that the automated procedures can definitely help the radar-interpretation of the data at the regional
scale or over very large datasets, for applications and monitoring of structural instability
and damages on single-buildings and confined areas the visual inspection cannot be
eluded.
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